
Business and 
Health Analytics 
for Health Plans

Every decision made—large or small—has the power 
to improve your health plan’s business performance 
and customer experience. To thrive in today’s 
marketplace, health plans need to transform quickly 
into consumer-focused, collaborative, data-driven 
organizations. Microsoft business and health analytics 
solutions can help by empowering everyone across 
the organization to easily access data. With self-
service, on-demand business intelligence (BI) tools, 
users can make more-informed decisions, drive down 
administrative and medical costs, and improve health.

With Microsoft business and health analytics solu-
tions, health plans gain new insights by tapping vast 
stores of diverse data, including medical records, 
geospatial data, and open-source health information. 
With Big Data analytics and interactive, self-service BI 
tools, health organizations can improve operational 
efficiency, cut costs, and make better, data-driven 
decisions.

www.microsoft.com/healthplans

Work easily and affordably with 
multiple data types and sources
Make it easy for any health professional to access and analyze 
data of all types and sizes. Whether you are refining your sales and 
marketing, care management, product development, or audit and 
compliance efforts, Microsoft business and analytics solutions 
include flexible options such as affordable subscription plans for 
Microsoft Power BI for Office 365, a set of highly interactive and 
scalable cloud-based reporting tools. 

Pull together data easily. Quickly gather information across 
multiple internal and external systems by using tools such as 
Power Query while working in Excel. Part of Power BI, Power 
Query gathers, cleans, and merges data sets from multiple 
external and internal sources. The tool frees both IT and business 
users to focus on insights instead of data management.

Combine and analyze different data types. Eliminate 
information silos and take advantage of untapped data by 
combining structured information such as electronic health 
records (EHRs) with unstructured data such as handwritten notes. 
Use Microsoft Azure HDInsight Service—an Apache Hadoop 
implementation that runs on the Microsoft cloud—to handle any 
size and type of data.

Speed deployment and cut costs. With Microsoft cloud 
offerings such as Power BI and HDInsight Services, health plan 
organizations can gain high-performance analytics and BI 
tools quickly and affordably without investing in costly server 
hardware and applications. 

http://www.microsoft.com/healthplans


Getting Started:  Learn more about Microsoft 
Power BI for Office 365 and SQL Server for 
better business insights and health analytics.  

Visit: www.microsoft.com/healthplans     Email: health@microsoft.com

Deliver on-demand analytics to everyone
Empower everyone across the healthcare ecosystem—from 
your associates and provider network to your members and 
employer groups—to easily visualize and work with relevant 
data through familiar interfaces like Microsoft Excel. Microsoft 
business and analytics solutions can optimize multiple business 
scenarios, including care management, member engagement, 
and Exchange integration all while improving overall operational 
efficiency.

Model and explore data. In-memory technologies speed 
performance and enable users to work directly with large data 
sets instead of waiting for IT to create cubes and generate 
specialized reports.

Visualize data. Take advantage of highly interactive visualization 
tools such in Excel such as Power View, and work with Power 
Map, a 3-D visualization tool for mapping geographic and 
temporal data. Or use Power Q&A, a natural-language search 
feature that automatically generates charts and graphs based on 
user questions.

Collaborate by sharing information. Provide even more access 
to information by sharing reports through SharePoint Online 
sites, delivering findings in Excel spreadsheets, and showcasing 
discoveries in PowerPoint presentations. Work together online 
with Office 365 collaboration tools, or post analysis to social 
networks.

Gain a complete data platform
Microsoft business and health analytics solutions are designed to 
work with your current and future technology investments. Take 
advantage of an integrated data platform that accelerates time-
to-insight while providing high performance and nearly unlimited 
scalability. Offering more than self-service BI, Microsoft can provide 
an end-to-end platform that connects SQL Server data warehouses, 
Big Data stores such as Microsoft Azure HDInsight Services, and 
cloud-based reporting tools like Power BI.

Gain user-driven BI. Remove communication and service 
bottlenecks between IT and health professionals by enabling end 
users to build their own data models that can be published and 
expanded.

Stay on top of technology trends. Meet the needs of an 
increasingly mobile workforce and benefit from new trends 
in consumer technology by making reports available through 
the mobile BI app for Power BI. Take mobility a step further 
by creating an HTML5 interface that provides BI access across 
virtually any device and browser.

Improve control. Use a single set of management tools to 
maintain your entire data platform, whether on-premises, in 
the cloud, or both. As a result, employees can gain insight and 
collaborate in a secure environment.

Microsoft Power BI for Office 365. Working with on-premises 
databases or on its own in the cloud, Power BI provides a set 
of highly interactive, visual tools for analyzing, presenting, and 
sharing data.

Key supporting products

•	 Microsoft Power BI for Office 365
•	 Microsoft SharePoint Online
•	 Microsoft SQL Server 2014
•	 Microsoft Azure  HDInsight Services

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/powerbi/default.aspx#fbid=NfA5EbMqPCY
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/powerbi/default.aspx#fbid=NfA5EbMqPCY
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/server-cloud/products/sql-server/#fbid=cWLQGNHnD2X
http://www.microsoft.com/healthplans
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